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Games Agains t Nature: Decision Making
Under Uncer tainty — Evaluation

Today’s topics:

1. Why Use an Influence Diagram?

2. Influence Diag ram Exercises

3. Case 1a: Decision Trees

4. Probability

5. Case 2: Laura’s Decision

6. The Cer tain Equiv alent

7. Gaining Insight — next lecture

— Det erminis tic ev aluation — the Tor nado Diag ram

— Probabilis tic ev aluation.

— The value of infor mation.
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1. Why Use An Influence Diagram?

IDs provide the ability to:

— capture and

— communicat e (deleg ate) —

the essence of an uncertainty problem in an easy-t o-
under stand manner.

Influence diagrams:

➣ Help to str ucture the uncertainty problem discussion,

➣ Identify influences and dependencies between decisions and
uncer tainties, (that ’s influences of uncertainties resol ved after the
fir st decision).

➣ Show how the value is creat ed,

➣ Provide a means to identify infor mation sources and to assign
task s,

➣ Develop the logic and str ucture for the comput er decision model.

< >
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St ep-By-Step Procedure of Plotting an I.D.

IDs as much an art as a science. IDs focus on developing a
clear and meaningful diagram. IDs ask probing ques tions.
IDs make sure not to develop a flow diag ram. IDs do not
have feedbac k loops.

St ep 1: Explain to the team why this is impor tant and how it will be
used.

St ep 2: Consider the essence of the problem:

— is it business, marketing, R&D, explor ation etc?

Helps to guide the development of the diagram.

St ep 3: Put a value node labelled with the decision crit erion at the
middle of the RHS of the page.

Mos t diag rams use NPV as the value node, influenced by
Revenue and Costs.

St ep 4: What piece(s) of infor mation would most help in resol ving the
uncer tainty or deter mining the value?

< >
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Procedure (cont.)

St ep 5: Choose one uncertainty influencing the final value node, and
develop it complet ely before tac kling the other nodes.

Make sure the nodes are clearly defined and specific.

St ep 6: Review the uncer tainties on the previous issue-raising list:
should those missing from the diagram be included?

If not, why not?

St ep 7: Eliminat e any ir relevant, pree xisting influences, such as those
“influencing” the ver y fir st decision.

St ep 8: Identify det erminis tic uncer tainty nodes, designat ed by double
ov als. Can you write the for mulas for the value in these nodes?

If not, list the missing infor mation.

St ep 9: Identify infor mation sources and writ e each source ’s name by
the node it can resol ve.

St ep 10: Is the diag ram complet e and has the problem been described
accur atel y?

St ep 11: Write an infor mation-gat hering task list.

< >
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2. Influence Diagram Exercises

1. Nuptials

a. Who is the decision maker?

b. What are the values?

c. What are the uncertainties that influence
events/v alues/decisions af ter the first decision?

< >
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2. Texaco ver sus Pennzoil

a. Who is the decision maker?

b. What are the values?

c. What are the uncertainties that influence
events/v alues/decisions af ter the first decision?

< >
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Types of Influence Diagrams

1. Simple, 1-stage, non-s trat egic
decision, then resolution of
uncer tainty, then payoffs.
(Laur a’s marketing decision)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

2. Decision influences the
probabilities.
(e.g. adver tising)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

Advertising

< >
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Types of Influence Diagrams (cont.)

3. Insurance
(such as an umbrella)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

4. Incentives: moral hazard
wit h insur ance
(i.e. less care about locking
up the house if 100% insured
ag ainst thef t.)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

< >
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Types of Influence Diagrams (cont.)

5. Probabilities are a function
of the alter native chosen.
(e.g. nuptial vow s)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Action 1

Values

Uncer tain

outcomes

Action 2

6. Two-s tage decision
(e.g. Pennzoil)

Decision 1

Decision 2

Uncer tainty 1

Uncer tainty 2

Values

< >
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Types of Influence Diagrams (cont.)

7. As no. 1, plus Value of
Perfect Infor mation.
(Compare EV of 7. wit h
the EV of 1.)
(e.g. the clairyoyant)

Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

No te: all uncertainty has been resol ved before the decision is made here.
(There mus t have been an earlier decision to obt ain the clair voy ant ’s
infor mation.)

8. Value of Imper fect Infor mation
(Compare the EV of 8. — less
than the EV of 7. — wit h the
EV of 1.
(e.g. tes t marketing,
forecas ting) Decision

Uncer tain

outcomes

Values

Test

(There mus t have been an earlier decision to obt ain infor mation from the
test.)

< >
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3. Case 1a. The Decision Tree for a Simple
Oppor tunity:

Whet her or not to inves t $35 for the opportunity to receive
$100 or $0 as the outcome on the call of a die roll as odd or
even.

Decision →

$0Chance →

$0$100

Don’t inves t
Invest

−$35

Cor rect Incor rect

What else is needed to evaluat e this opportunity?

< >
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Decision Trees

Flow diag rams showing the logical str ucture of a decision
problem.

Visual aids to lay out all the elements of a decision.

Cont ain four elements:

➣ Decision nodes, , indicating all possible courses of action
open to the decision maker, as before in game trees;

➣ Chance nodes, , showing the inter vening uncertain
events and all their possible outcomes;
i.e., Nature plays — new

➣ Payoffs, summar izing the consequences of each possible
combination of choice and chance; and

➣ Probabilities for each possible outcome of a chance event.

< >
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The tree is missing the probability assessments for a good and a
bad outcome.

The tree does not yet incorpor ate the investor’s judgement of
the probabilities of success and failure.

What infor mation would help with this assessment?

➣ The number of sides on the die

➣ Any known bias the die might have

➣ Who gets to roll the die

$0$100

Cor rect
p

Incor rect

1 − p

p: the probability of being correct

< >
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4. What is Probability?

Two dis tinct views of probability — freq uentis t and Bayesian
(or subjective).

The frequentis t view:

an empir ical set of historical data defined by the number of
times (the frequency) that something has happened. Need a
suf ficient amount of historical data.

The Bayesian (or subjective) view:

a state of kno wledge based upon one’s experience, beliefs,
kno wledge and historical data and research.

Provides a means of assessing situations where somet hing
has either never occur red or is a rare event, or you have no
infor mation on past occur rences.

< >
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Subjective Probabilities

St atements of: ho w lik ely you believe an event will occur.

What is your probability that :

1. The BHP Billiton share price will be AU $45.00 or
more at the end of the year?

2. You will die in a car accident before you turn 65?

3. You can name 30 or more of the 50 state capit als of
the USA , or the English monarchs since 1066 in order,
wit hout aid?

Subjective probability : an expression of your state of
knowledge, based on your beliefs, knowledge, data, and
exper ience.

We all for m subjective probabilities of events all the time
(dr iving, playing, working, at home).

< >
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The distinction between objective and subjective probability :

Probabilities obtained from a large dat a set are usuall y
considered to be objective.

➣ Cancer risk fact ors

➣ Light ening strikes

➣ Tossing a coin

Probabilities obtained from exper ts, based on their
knowledge, exper ience, beliefs, and data, are considered
subjective. Mos t decisions require subjective probabilities.

➣ Market acceptance of a new product.

➣ Probability of the Swans reaching next season’s Grand
Final.

➣ Probability of Latvia’s bankr uptcy?

< >
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Why are probabilis tic st atements so impor tant?

Ever yday language is imprecise and often ambiguous.

➣ We might win next season

➣ It could rain tonight

Probability is the only way to state our degree of cer tainty
about future events correctl y.

➣ There is an 80% chance of rain tonight [Canberra]

< >
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Example: Weat her forecas ts

➣ The value of weather forecas ts varies from company to
company and from person to per son.

➣ depends upon the company’s or per son’s abilities to tak e
actions in response to forecas ts to reduce losses or to
increase profits.

➣ e.g., a local department store will have to decide when to
phase out their summer fashion range and highlight the
wint er range.

➣ Sometimes choosing when to act is done by cus t om or
convention, sometimes by watching riv al stores.

➣ But it can also be decided using decision analysis.

Q: If accur ate weat her forecas ts were available for a price,
what should the store pay for these forecas ts?

A: No more than the higher profits it could earn by taking
adv antage of the infor mation.

< >
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Ot her Uncer tainties Facing Manager s:

Apar t from the weat her, in their “games agains t Nature”
manager s are concer ned about such uncertainties as:
➣ the future demand for a particular product

➣ the cos t and reliability of untried technology

➣ the levels of future int eres t rates

➣ the levels of future exchange rat es

➣ employees ’ reactions to change

➣ the value of Amazon.com shares at the open of trading next year.

None of these is a simple: you can’t simpl y say that the
future demand for a product, say, will be High or Low.

Rather than trying to identify all possible levels, you can
det ermine thresholds, or points at which the prudent
decision changes from one action to another, using sensitivity
anal ysis.

Moral: There are no pay offs for spending more time and
money to obt ain more infor mation than you reall y need.

< >
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Using probabilis tic st atements of uncertainty

Consider the following four sentences:

It could happen ______________

It might happen ______________

I think it will happen ______________

I’m sure it will happen ______________

On each line to the right of the sentence, writ e down your
assessment of the likelihood of happening. Wr ite down a
single number, the midpoint of your range.

Take-away?

< >
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An Example of Subjective Probability.

You are shown a dictionary cont aining ov er 1,400 pages of
infor mation.

What is the probability that the first new word on page 1025
begins with the letter Q?
(This exper iment can be run only once.)

Wr ite your probability here __________.

St ates of knowledge

Subjective (Bayesian) probabilities rel y upon exper t
knowledge which is alway s changing as new infor mation
becomes available. So probabilities should also change as
new infor mation becomes available.

< >
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Helpful hints (i.e. new infor mation):

➣ Q is the sevent eent h lett er of the English alphabet

➣ Page 1025 is in the last third of the dictionary

➣ You hav e knowledge that some letter s — such as the
lett ers Z, X, and Y — begin fewer words than do other s.

Does this infor mation change your probability?

If so, what is it now __________?

Is your probability assessment correct?

< >
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Assessing Uncer tainty

Finding the Right Experts:

An exper t is like an onion.

You can peel away lay ers of infor mation, wit h each new lay er
revealing more depth and breadt h of infor mation about the
event.

When there is no fur ther infor mation, a tr ue exper t tells you,
and does not continue commenting.

< >
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Assessing Uncer tainty :

Probability provides a language to communicat e, in an
unambiguous manner, one ’s beliefs about future events.

We need the ability to elicit subjective assessments from
exper ts.

One device for doing so is the Probability Wheel.

< >
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The Subjective Probability Wheel

Encode your subjective probability of a specific event : e.g. of
sales volume exceeding $xxx this year.

1. Imagine the colour wheel spinning so fas t that the
colour s seem to blend complet ely.

2. Now ask which you would rat her bet on: that the
event occurs (sales exceed $xxx ), or that the throw
of a dart hits yellow rather than blue.

3. If you prefer to bet on the event ’s occur ring, increase
the yellow area. If you prefer to take your chances on
the dar t’s hitting yellow, reduce the yellow area.

4. Continue adjus ting the areas until you are indif ferent
between the two bets.

5. Read your subjective probability of the event from the
bac k of the Wheel.

< >
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The “10−50−90” distr ibution:

When we assess an exper t, we want to obt ain at least three
points in order to adequat ely descr ibe the cur ve or
dis tribution.

We do this by gat hering a “10−50−90”.

The 10 point is a 1-in-10 chance that the assessed value
could be that low or low er.

The 50 point is where the exper t is indifferent : the event
could equall y be above or below the 50 point.

The 90 point is a 1-in-10 chance that the assessed value
could be that high or higher.

< >
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Plotting the distr ibution.

Variable X
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Getting a “10−50−90” distr ibution:

One can assess the “10−50−90” distr ibutions eit her directl y
or indirectl y.

A direct method would be simpl y to ask the exper t for the
three values.

An indirect method is to use the probability wheel or some
ot her method (such as coloured balls in the box).

Eit her way, there is a six-s t ep process:

< >
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A Six-Step Process of Eliciting Probabilities

1. Motiv ate the exper t

2. Str ucture (definition, measure) the ques tions

3. Condition ag ainst framing (counter cognitive biases)

4. Encode the probability (use Probability Wheel, plot,
review discrepancies)

5. Ver ify the answer s (does the exper t believe the
assessment?)

6. Make discret e rather than continuous (for a small
number of alter natives)

< >
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EMV (Expected Monetary Value) is the probability -weighted
average:

$0

$0$100

Don’t inves t
Invest

−$35

Cor rect

½

Incor rect

½

$50

Invest

−$35

$50

✘

Probability Outcome EMV
0.50 × $100 = $50
0.50 × $0 = $0

EMV = $50
Investment = −$35

Expect ed Net Profit = $15

< >
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You have decided to tak e the oppor tunity.

You believe the probabilities of success or failure are equal,
or 50:50.

You hav e paid the $35 investment.

Now what does the decision tree look like?

Cor rect
½

Incor rect
½

$0$100

$50

How has the opportunity changed?

< >
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Be ware the sunk-cos t fallacy.

Before deciding to pursue the investment, it is appropr iate and
impor tant to include the costs to ent er the deal.

But don’t include what you ’ve already paid to get into an
investment : that decision has already been made and the
resources allocated, usually irreversibl y.

“Let bygones be bygones.”
“Don’t throw good money after bad.”
“Don’t cry over spilt milk.”

Ev aluate future decisions for what they are wor th.

The value you place on the future inves tment oppor tunity
should not depend on costs already sunk.

< >
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5. Case 2. Laura’s Shoe Decision

The Decision Maker:
Laur a, a divisional manager of a large depar tment store.

Her decision:
mus t decide on the new season’s range of sty les of footwear :

➣ the sure-t hing “Trad” range, or

➣ the risky “Retro” range.

< >
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She has a choice of actions:

➣ the “Tr ad” range, not risky, could cater to a traditional
segment of the market
For the budget ed investment in this range, a net retur n of
$200k .

➣ the “Retro” range, risky, a new range of 1940s retro
shoes.

— if it’s a Goer (success), the net retur n will be $240k,
but

— if it’s a Fizzer (failure), she’ll net only $150k .

— Laur a believes that the probability of success of
Retro is onl y 0.4,

∴ wit h a probability of 0.6 it’ll fizzle.

< >
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The influence diagram for Laur a’s decision:

Laur a’s

decision
Payoff

Market

demand

Very similar to the influence diagram of the die-rolling decision.

Since Laura’s decision of which fashion line to go wit h does not
influence the market outcome (whether or not Retro will be a
success), there is no arrow from the decision node to the chance node.

And since Laura will choose the line before she knows how the market
will respond to it, the arrow from the chance node goes to the payoff
node.

Advertising? Pricing? Promotion?

< >
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Embellishments.

Possible to consider the decision in more det ail:

— what prices to charge for the new line;

— how this affects the numbers sold and so the revenues;

— how the uncertainty over the fixed costs of setting up
the new range and the uncertainty of the costs of
production and promotion will impact on the profit.

— Other lines, with dif ferent expect ed cos ts, revenues,
and ∴ dif ferent net retur ns.

< >
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Laura’ s ID

Pr ice

Units

sold

Fixed

cos ts

Variable

cos ts

Laur a’s

decision
Profit

Revenue Cos t

The double circles/ellipses are de t erminis tic nodes: given the inputs
from the predecessor (upstream) nodes, the outcome of the
det erminis tic node can be found immediatel y.

Af ter the conditioning var iables of the decisions and the chance
events are known, there is no uncer tainty.

Det erminis tic nodes are useful in simplifying an influence diagram.
Why no arrow from Decision to Cos ts?

< >
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Laura’ s Decision Tree

L

$200N

$150$2 40

Tr adRetro

Goer

.4

Fizzer

.6

$186

Tr ad

$200

✘

With the pay offs and probabilities, Laura can calculate:

➣ the long-r un, expect ed retur n of Retro, the payoffs
weight ed by the probabilities:

$2 40k × 0.4 + $150k × 0.6 = $186k .

➣ which is less than the certain retur n of $200k for Trad.

< >
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Laura’ s decision?

A risk-neutr al or risk-averse decision maker (see later) would
opt for Trad.

With a comple x decision, a risk-neutr al decision maker will
choose:

➣ the action associated with the maximum expect ed re tur n at
every stage of a comple x decision,

➣ allows us to “pr une” br anches on the decision tree
associat ed wit h sub-maximal expect ed retur ns.

< >
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6. The Certain Equiv alent

A bett er ev aluation technique is the Cer tain Equivalent

The Certain Equiv alent allows for inclusion of both risk and
time value of money separ atel y.

The Certain Equiv alent of a deal is when the investor is
indif ferent between a deal with at leas t two oppor tunities
and a guarant eed sum of money — also know as the
investor’s minimum selling price.

< >
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The Certain Equivalent of a lott ery.

$0$100

Cor rect
p

Incor rect

1 − p

= $_____

a deal or its
oppor tunity = Cer tain

Equiv alent
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